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The supermarket played a pivotal role in 
the recent pandemic. it meets people's 
phys ica l  and menta l  needs dur ing 
quarantine. People are spending more 
time at the supermarket with increasing 
demand for safety and sense of security.

This case has devised a different industry 
perspective on how the coronavirus 
pandemic will change the future, both in 
the short and long term, and support other 
retail space as they consider how to safely 
reopen.

Retail spaces will never be the same again

in the Supermarket 



Trust
How do we trust when social distance is the norm?

Patience
When queuing is the norm in life, the waiting time is so long

Behavior
A new one - way path



Charactersation Study of Users
Those Affected by Redevelopment Plans



Interior Survey and analysis III
The Market Positioning of SupermarketDesign Development

Predictable Behavior Analysis UPDATE

购物行为类型

Before Browsing-shopping-check-out
Now                                                                          Queuing – Browsing-shopping-check-out

patience trust

* X = Frequency of shopping

People usually go to supermarkets for staple foods 
such as vegetables and fruits. In the early stage of the 
epidemic, some commodities such as toilet paper, 
eggs and disinfection products are always snapped up 
in the first place. At the same time, due to the limited 
number of people, people usually need to be exposed 
to the outdoor environment for more than 15 minutes 
before shopping, people are very sensitive to patience 
and safety.



Interior Survey and Analysis 
The Supermarket Service



Before
Home -The entrance - Browsing - Shopping - Check out - Home

During quarantine
Home - Queiuing - Disinfection - The entrance - Browsing - Shopping - Check out - Home





Site Map
Locate at Notting Hill Gate, Notting Hill, London W11 3QE



The Supermarket Existing Program
Existing Uses Explored



The Supermarket Existing Program
Existing Plan



The Supermarket Existing Program
Existing Section



Patience - Queue - Hand Washing

Trust - Browsing - One-way Route

Shift Shopping behavior develops a new shopping journey that 
can ensure the daily supply of residents during coronavirus 
shutdowns. A plan is created under this Program to allow 
supermarkets to provide safe products for residents under 
quarantine in new ways.





Design Development
Route Through The Interior

Supermarket space policies in response to COVID-19 
include icon and case studies, which illustrates in 
details possible physical changes in retail space and 
potential psychological changes in customers to 
protect them from being affected by the outbreak. The 
key policy is to reduce cross space, encourage the 
customers to wash hands and modify current zoning 
rules.



Design Development
Hand Washing System 

Real-time Product Catalogue



Design Development
Plan View



Airport Security Check Journey

Random walking throughout the supermarket 
space may increase the virus spreading risks. It is 
recommended to set one-way passage.

The Program restricts the times of passing the 
shopping space and the body contact between 
customers .  Compared to  t rad i t iona l  indoor 
supermarkets, it helps to alleviate the queueing 
pressure, increase the customers’ sense of security, 
and reduce the burden on the supermarket.



Design Development
One Way System 





Design Development
Section View Part I



Design Development
Section View PartII



Design Development
Section View Part III















It is hoped that this case will provide a reference for the development 
of feasible countermeasures for post-COVIA-19 supermarkets, and 
offer support for the reopening of other retail spaces in a safe way.


